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Introduction
Many perverts agree that the best smut centers around a contrast of characters and activities.  This site
takes homeless looking black men with truly gigantic cocks and mixes them with gorgeous petite
caucasian cum targets.  The results are mesmerizing!

Adult Review
If you have ever tried to put a square peg into a round hole you understand the frustration of engaging in the futile activity of
attempting to place one object inside another object when it simply will not fit.  The cocks on these guys aren't square but
they may as well be because they were definitely never intended to fit in the openings of girls this small.
  
  Like female tennis players serving with all their might, these chicks make all kinds of wacky noises grunting and groaning
with every sphincter stretching poke from their ten inch male costar.
  
  There is something bordering on arrogance that all female starlets seem to share when they show up on set, they have this
certain confidence that no matter who they are working with they will easily be able to accommodate whatever he is packing. 
These black dudes blow up that myth by giving these girls far more than they can handle.  
  
  Along with all the great action that you see on this site, your buddies at BangBrothers bring out almost a dozen and a half
other websites included in your membership.  This network of filth ranks as one of the all-time greatest and continues to
update in a manner that will assure it's long time success in the future as well.
  
  The site is properly priced at $23.95 per month and it also offers a limited trial of 3 days for $4.95. However, the trial is only
limited access and it renews at a rate much higher than the $23.95 normally charged per month. If you're going to purchase
this network, do it at the monthly rate and save yourself some money in the long run.
  
  If you're hoping to find a website to share with your wife or girlfriend, or if you are someone who believes that smut should
be sensual and subtle... then you need to look somewhere else because this site is aimed at hard-core fans who hope that one
of these chicks has a vaginal blowout the same way many people hope a NASCAR driver hits the wall when they go to a
race.

Porn Summary
This is a great site for the guys in these scenes, the people producing the movies and just about anyone who watches them.
However, no matter how many times the girls say that they enjoyed themselves... there is just no way to believe them.  If that
doesn't bother you, be sure to sign up quickly because this site is a lot of laughs and a lot of loads at a very small price.

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'The girls are only fifty inches taller than the cocks!'
Quality: 88  Updates: 90 Exclusive: 95 Interface: 86
Support: 83 Unique: 82    Taste: 88        Final: 88
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Porn Site Review
Subscription: $23.95 Preview: 2 Days for $2.95 Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Up To 1000 Videos: 191
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